Attachment to Japan’s vote FDIS 10646-2

1. CJK ideograph extension-B code table: (technical)
   Replace the code table with the table authorized by IRG. Many printed shapes of CJK ideograph
   in extension-B are inadequate. They have not been confirmed by IRG yet.

2. Introduction: (editorial)
   Replace ISO/IEC 10464 with IOS/IEC 10646.

3. scope: (editorial)
   Delete the note because this is not necessary in international standards.

4. clause 6: (editorial)
   Delete notes for proposed subdivision, and old italics, those are not necessary.

5. clause 7.2: (editorial)
   Replace JIS X 213 with JIS X 0213.
   Delete last 3 lines in the first paragraph (source information) as they are in clause 7.3.

6. Annex C and E: (clarification)
   Those annex includes an access for separated table. Is this accepted style by ITTF or ISO/IEC
   JTC1 directives?

7. PDF discriminator: (clarification)
   Code tables shall not have freedom of font selection. The printed shape of the characters on the
   code table is normative.